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I* Analytic Theory

1 Class as of Schemata

UIJ Recursive Schema

s

The following is an informal prooress report of some

work that 1 have done with Mike Peterson. John L. fchite made

important suggestions and corrections. The result that

recursive schemas are more powerful than program schema was

obtained as a terra project in the spring of 1969, fcioorous

proofs are not given here but just an indication of how a proof

wauld $o. Prorata schemas arG nonr&cUrsive procedures that havi

uninterpreted function symbols and predicate symbols. He shall

use capital letters to denote uninterpreted symbols, he shall

allow schemas to use a finite nimber of distinguished objects

which can be tested by the binary predicate "is". For example

(is x "hello") is true only if x is the distinguished censtant

"hello". Functions evaluate their arguments from left to

right.

The following is an example of a procram schema*

(g x) = begin (register y)
(comment y is a a register of the prooram schema c?)

agaim
(if (or (P x) (is x "dolly")) then (return y))
(x <- (L y)>
(y <- (R (Sy)))



(no a oa in)
end

A recursive schema Is a procram schema that is allowed

to call itself or other recursive schen\as recursively. The

following is an example of a recursive schema k which is defined

by a set of recursive equations*

(k x) = (if (P x) then x

else (C (k x) <m (R x)))

lib y) = (if (P (R y)> then (L y)
else (C (m (1 y)) U (k x) )))

For any recursive schema defined by a set of recursive equations

we can construct an equivalent recursive schema with only one

equation and one additional argument to tell which equation is

being simulated. This is possible because we allow recursive

schemata to use a finite number of distincuished constants and

predicates to test for these constants. The follovina is an

example of a recursive schema that uses the interpreted constant

symbols true and false.

(f x) = (if (P x)
then

(if (0 x)
then true
else false)

elself (f (L x))
then true

else (f (R x))J



I.I. [. 1 Comparison with Procram Sche:..as

In ract the above recursive schema is not equivalent to any

proaram schema, i>y equivalent we mean that the two schemes must

both fail to terminate or both must return the same value (or

all interpretations of the function P, Q t L T and a. Often we

will take the set of uninterpreted terms as our danain of

interpretation- In the above case the domain of Interpretation

is x, (L x), <R x) t CL (L x)J, <L (R x))
f <R <L x) f etc. The

function letters L and R are interpreted as 1 and r where*

(1 y) is defined to be the tern* (L y)

(r y> is the term (R y)

Thus U <R (L x))) is the term (L (R (L x))>. Two schemes are

equivalent if and only if thoy define the same function on the

domain of terms*

Theorem^

The function f defined above is not equivalent to any program

schema.

Proof* Consider the following class of Interpretetions <I n>

where n is a non-necative integer:

The amain of interpretation is the set of terms that can be

constructed from the indeterminate x and the predicate letters L

and R. The predicate is interpreted as a function q with ranee

ttrue false). The predicate P is interpreted as the function d>
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(p (hJO ...thlut x>...)) = true for a = n

= false otherwise

where each hit *"h subscripted by i") is the interpretation for

H or the interpretation for L and there is at most one path such

that

(q (h!0...(h!n x>...)) = true

The domain of (1 nJ is the set of aJ2 terms that can be

constructed from the indeterminate x and the functions L and R.

lie are going to prove that for any program schema P we can find

an integer t such that P does not define not the same function

as the recursive schema f on at least one member of the class (1

t>. In the the interpretation ril 3) , we have the following L-R

tree (where each node is a terra in the domain of (i 3))i

(x (CL x)
<CL (L x)l

ML <L (L x))>)
MR (L (L x)))))

<(R (L x))
ML (R [L x)))3
UR (R <L x))))J)

((R x)
<(L (R x))

ML (L (R x)))>
<(R (L (3 x>>>.)>

MR (R xJ)
ML (R (R x)))}
<(R (R <R x))))))

The function p is true only on the right-most (i.e. bottom)

nodes and q is true on at most one of the richt-most (bottom)

nodes. We shajl define the state of a program schema P at a

point in its computation to be the contents of the registers of
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p together with the statement of P that wiJl be executed next.

Two states SI and S2 of P under the interaction I will be said

to be EQUIVALENT if p executes exactly the same sequence of

instructions when started from SI as when started from S2.

5upposs we have a procram schema P with s statements and k

reoisters. In the interpretation it 1 n), the procrsm schema P

has at most s*( (n+2)**k) equivaJence classes of states where **

is the exponential function, (Effectively the only thinp the

schema can do is to count down each of its k reristers to the

bottom of the L-R tree and test each of them to see if it has

reached the bottom.) However^ a program schema needs at least

2**n steps in order to check If q is true on each of the nodes

at level n. Therefore for sufficiently large n f P roust go into

an infinite loop since it wij] arrive at two distinct nodes in

the same state. To see the matter somewhat differently look at

the sequence of equivalence classes of states. If the sequence

repeats then the program schema is in an infinite loop. But the

poor program schema must seek and test all 2**n terminal nodes

and then halt. Therefore the program schema needs at least 2**n

equivalence classes*

We define the protocol tree of a recursive schema S to

be the possibly infinite tree obtained by substituting for each

schema that occurs in S the definition of that schema to obtain

a schema S'. The whole process is then repeated for the schema

S-*. The protocol tree of the schema f is



(If (P X)
then

(if (0 x)
then true
else false)

else
(if (P (L x)>

then
(If (0 (L x))

then true
else

(if (P (R x))
then

<lf (Q (R x))
then true
else false)

else false))
else

(if (P (L (L X)))
then

(if (Q (L <L x)))
then true
else

(if (P (L (R x)))
then

(If (Q (L (R x))>
then true
else

...)
else

(if (P (R x>)

else
(if (P (R (L x))

then
(if (Q (R (L x)))

then
true

else
...)

else
(if (P (R x))

then
(if (0 (R x)>

then
true

else
false)

else
false)))



he shall say that a protocol is BUSHY if it contains an

infinite binary subtree such below every node on the subtree

there is a path which can converge. Notice that if a protocol

tree is bushy then it is infinite.

The schema f defined above is bushy as is shown by the

following bushy sub-tree.

<(P x>
it(P IL x ))

UP (L (L x
(..
it..

UP (P. (L x
(..
it..

<(P (B x))
UP <L (R x

(..
(..

UP <R (ft x
(..
I.. >>>

The schema (1 defined bela* Is not b bushy and there is an

equivalent prooram schema.

(f I x)«(if (P x)
then true

elseif (fl (L x)
then true

elseif (f I (R x)J
then (fl x)
else false)

The protocol tree is not bushy since it does not contain an
infinite binary tree.

if <P x)
then true



else
if (P <L x>)

then true
else

if (P <L (L x)))
then true
else

The following schema does not have a bushy protocol tree because
none of the nodes have convergent paths below* them.

(f2 x)=lf CP x)
then (C <f2 (R X)) <f2 (L x)>
else (C (f2 (L xJ) < f 2 (R x>)

The schema ff defined below has a bushy protocol tree. Note the

use of the uninterpreted function symbol "C".

(ff x) =
(if (P x)

then x

else
tc

(ff (L x))
(ff (R x)>))

The protocol tree for the schema ff iss

(if (P x)
then x

else
(if (P (L x)>

then
(if (P (R x))

then (C (L x) (R x)J
else

(if (P (L (R x) )>

then
(if <P (L (L x))>

then (C (L x) (C (L (r xJJ

else

else

<R (R x))))



(ft x)>

else
(if CP (L (L x) ))

then
(If (H (If (L x)))

then
(if (P (R x>)

then (C (C (L <L x)) (R x J)

else
...

)

C lSB
... ))

The schema ffl defined below does not have a bushy protocol

tree.

(ffl x) = (if
(or (P X) (not (P <L x)>)
then x
else

(C Uil (L X>) (ffl (R X))))

since it is equivalent to

at x) if (P x) then x
else (C (L x) (ffl (R x) ))

All of the above scheraas given above have the property

they if they are not bushy then they are not equivalent to any

prooram schema.

(f4 x y> if (P y) then x
else

(C
(f4 (L xJ (0 yJJ
(f4 (R x) (G y))>

(f5 x y) = if (P y)
then



if Hi y) then true else false
else

(and
tft> <L X) {3 y))
(fb <k x) IG y)I>

neither of the above sche.ua 5 is equivalent to any procram

schema. The reader might consider how to extend the definition

of bushy in order to encanpass the above cases. [Hints

Consider protocol trees which have an infinite branch on which

arbitrarily large "bushy" brances anpear#0

1.1*1.1.1 The Bushy Theorems

If a schema has a bushy protocol tree then it is not equivalent

to any program schoi&a.

The following is an example of a recursive schema which

does not have a bushy protocol tree but is not equivalent to any

program schema.

{f x y) = if (P y)
then x
else

(C
(f <L x) (H yJ)
(f (R x) (H y))>

However, if we restrict ourselves to recursive schemata

which have only one instance of a call to themselves then we can

find an equivalent program schema. The proprara schema is

obtained from the recursive schema by doing the tests in the

opposite order. A more primitive form of the transformation Is



well known to compiler writers* The transf ormatirn explained

below will work on]y in the absence of side effects. Ihe

runnlno time of the transformed prooram is of the oroor of the

square of the running time of the oricinal prooram. he

conjecture that there is no transformation that can do better

than the square of the runninn time in cencral. For oxaropie

consider

(t x) = (if (P x)

then x

else (ri (f itdelta x>) x))

I. I. 1. 1.2 The Single Instance Theorems

A single recursive schematic equation that defines a function

form f can be transformed into an equivalent prooram schema if

the form f appears only once in the definition of the function.

Proof*

Define <F*n x) to be F applied n times to seme arcument

x.

(F*0 x) « x

(F*(n+I) x) = (F <F*n x))

For example (F
A

I x) is (F x) and (F*2 x) is (F (F x)).

Suppose the definition of f is of the form



<f k) if (alpha k)

then nbeta k)

else (oatnaia (f (dejta k>) k)

where (alpha k) is the expression that Is evaluated before the

recursive call to r , H beta k) is the expression that is

evaluated if there is no recursive call to f t and (camrna (f

(delta k>) k) is the value for a recursive call to f. The

protocol tree for f is

(If (alpha rtdeltfi-0 k)>
then

(beta ^delta^O k)>
else

(9amm a
(If .(alpha Welta*1 k))

then
.tfceta (delta* I k)>

else
(camma

(If (alpha ridelta*2 k))
then

Kbeta (delta*2 k)l
else

Coanana

ldelta*3 k>>
(if (alpha

then
*•«

else
*,.

)

(Celta~2 k))>
(delta*! k>>)

<delta*0 k>))
An expression that appears within 1 and 1 is an intention that

is expected to be true whenever control passes throuch the

expression. It is not nacessary to understand the intentions



in order to understand the schema f* In fact many readers ailcht

prefer not to read the intentions. The intention functions fa,

fc, and fd arc intended to express what roes on in loops a, c f

and d respectively- The function f can be re-written as

follGWSl



{f k) = begin (recister m n i J)
(comment a, n, i, and J are reel stars of the proeram

schema f)
u <- fc)

at (if (not (alpha a)) then (c» <- (delta ir ) ) (no a))
[define (fa m) = if {aloha iu> then m else {delta

hi) J

({m = (fa !c>) (continent It is our Intent that in

be equal to (fa k) at this point, ft can be shown by Induction
that this intention is always realized. ) 1

tl <- k>
(n <- (beta rnJ)

ci {if (alpha U
then

tit k) = (fc Welta (fa k)J k> = nl
(return n))
[n « (f i)J
[define (fd n ra J) * if {alpha j) then (oanmia n

in) else (fd n (delta m) {delta j>>]
[define (fc n i) = If -(alpha 1) then n else (fc

(fd n k i) rtdelta i))J
in (fd Hbeta (fa k)) k 1) J

(i <- {delta U>
(j <- i)
(m <- k)

at (if (not (alpha j))
then

(J <- {delta j))
(id <- {delta raJ

)

(go d>)
(n <- {esaroma n m))

(oo c)
end

I. I. 1*2 Compilation

We can look at program schemata and recursive schemata

as automata that operate on the universe of terms as a data

space. A finite state schema automaton operates under a finite

state control structure usinq a finite number of registers each

of which can hold one term. As a primitive operation the



automaton is allowed to create a term ty aoojyinr a function tc

terms stored in its registers antf then to store the result bacit

In a register. In addition the automaton is allowed a finite

number of primitive predicates to test the contents of its

registers. The class of finite state schema automata is

equivalent to the class of proorau, schemata in the obvious way.

A pushdown schema automaton is defined to be a finite state

schema automaton with a pushdown stack. In addition a pushdown

schema automaton is ejlowed a finite number of dlstinpuished

constants as tents tocether with predicates that test for the

distinguished constants, tte will investigate the relationship

between these machines and schemas. The appropriate kind of

equivalence is one in which side effects are allowed. Two

schemes wiJl be said to be side-effect equivalent if they are

the same function for aJl interpretations includinp those which

involve side effects. For example the schemes Jl and J2 below

are not side-effect equivalent.

(j i x) - if (P x) then x
else (pi (g x) (o x))

(pi x y> = x

(J2 x) « if (P x> then x
else (j2 10 x)>

The free interpretations are the ones in which each

uninterpreted function symbol is interpreted as the function

which evaluates to the list of aJl the primitive terms that have



beun previously evaluated in the computation. For example the

side-effect protocol tree lor J2 is

if <P x)
then rtx +<P x)>
else

if (P (G x ))

then (tC x) +(P (C x)> (G x) -(P x))
else

if (P (G*2 x))
then ((G~2 x) +(P (G*2 x)) i(T2 x> -<P (G

x>> tG x) -(P x))
else...

On the other hand the side-effect protocol tree of J I is*

if «P x)
then <x -MP x)>
else

if (P (G x))
then rt(G x) + <P (G x>) (G x) (G x) -{P x)>
else

if (P KT2 x))
then <(G"2 x) +<P (CT2 x>) ((T2 x) (GA 2 xi

-(P (G x)) (G x) (G x) -(P x)>
else...

Thus jl and j2 are not side-effect equivalent* Although

ordinary equivalence is recursively undecidable. side-effect

equivalence is decidablc by tree expansion.

The Canpilation Theorem*

For every recursive schema there is a side-effect equivalent

pushdown schema automaton: Arguments to a function are passed

along by placing them on the stack and the value of the function

is returned in register rl. He shall show ho** to compile the

schema f defined below*



(f x) - begin (new y Initial (H x)>
(comment y is a new local which is initialized to (H x))
(if (P x)

then (K x y)
elseif (and y (P (f x)>)

then (K y x>
else (G (K y x) y))

end

The compiled form is

Cf x) = begin
(comment (= x) is the top element of stack when

f Is entered. The top element is also called (index l>.)
(define y to be (index 2))
(push (» x))
(call I H)
(push rl))) (comment ne declare y to be the

next element on the stack and initiaJize it with the value (h
x). The expression (call 1 H) will call the function H with 1

argument.

)

(if
(push (= x)>
(call | p)
(true? r

I

>

then
(push (= x)>
(push ( y)>
(call 2 K)
(return)

elseif
(and

(

(true? (= y )))

else

(push (= x)>
(call l f)
(push rl

)

(call I p)
(true? rl>))

then
(push (= y ) )

(push (= x))
(call 2 K)
(return))

(push (= y) )

(push (= x)>



(call 2 X)
(push r I

)

(push < y))
(call 2 C)
(return J)

end

1.1.1.3 Schemas with Resets

Tags can be thought of as identifiers which ere bound at

each activation level. By passinn the activation as a parameter

the level of activation can be immediately reset by executinp a

transfer of control through the activation. In order to obtain

an equivalent machine, we can extend the instructions of the

push down schema automaton by allowing them to store a pointer

to the top element of the stack into one cf the registers. The

resulting class of machines is called the reset push down schema

automata. If the stack is ever popped back past a location that

is pointed to by a register then the automaton halts with an

error. fre found discussions with Hike Fischer helpful in

analyzing schemas with resets.

The Reset Theorem'

The class of reset push down schema automata is equivalent to

the class of ordinary push down scheme automata.

fle can simulate any schema that uses Jumps through

activations with the loss of at most a factor of two in speed.

The idea is that we shall use the distinguished constants "one*1

,

"two", "three" to indicate an abnormal return. If a function



returns "three" then it is dolno fin abnormal return en its third

aroument- Consider the followinr example*

(try x) c begin
bcaim

(if (0 x)
then

(x <- (F x))
(oo arain)

elseif (P x)
then

(x <- (harder (F x) again)) (comment the tan
Haoain" is an identifier)

Cif (not x)
then (return false)
else (go again ))

else (return false))
end

(harder xl tag) = becin
again!

(if (0 xl)
then

(x <* (F xl)) (comment set the global x to (F
xl ))

(go tag) (comment jump back to the activation
defined by tao)

elseif (P x)
then

(XI <- (harder (F Xl) tag))
(If (not XI)

then (return false

)

else (go aeain) ))

else (return false)
end

We can rewrite try and harder as try / and harder7 respectively

without the use of resets. We shall use the function (exit x)

to force a process to leave a function with the value x.



(try-' x) a beoin
aoain*

(if (0 x>
then

(x <- IF x))
(no acain)

ulseif (P x)
then

(x <- (beoin (new temp)
(temp <- (harder' <f x)))
(if (is temp "second")

than
(co arain)

else
(return temp) ))

(if (not x)
then (return false)
else (oo acain)

else (return false))
end

(harder 7 xl) = beoin
aoains

(if (0 xl)
then

(x <- (F xl))
(return ("second")

)

elself (P xl)
then

(x 1 <- fbecin (new temp)
(temp <- (harder' (F x I))

(if (IS terco "second")
then

(exit "second") (continent
"second" Is the value of the function harder')

else
(return temp ) ) ))

(if (not x I)

then (return false )

else (go again))
else (return false ))

end



1*1*2 acheir.a$ with Counters

fro would like to present another sxamplc of a function

that can be cemputeci by a recursive schema but not by any

program schema* Define (F
A n x) as in the prcof of the Sinrle

Instance Theorem. Thus (CF*n+l) x> = (F (F
A
n x)). Suppose that

we successively compute (F x>. (F (F x), etc* As we

successively compute the quantity (F*l X) for some intecer i we

shaJl Keep a running count of the number of times that (P (F*J

x)) has been true for j less than i. minus the number of times

that {? (F^J x>> has been false for J less than i. If this count

ever op?s negative then we shall return false as the va]ue of

the function (zero x), otherwise the function (zero x) will run

forever*

The Counting Theorem for Program Schemata

The recursive schema y zera' defined below is not schematically

equivalent to any program schema.

(zero x) ~ begin
again*

(if <P x)
then

<x <- (positive <r x) >)

(if x

then
<oo a oa i n )

)

else
(return false)

else
(return false))



end
The scheme 'zero' uses the sche.na 'positive' to keep tracU of

the count by the cepth of recursion of the schen.a 'positive-'.

[positive x) begin
again*

tif <P x)
then

(x <- (oosltive (F x)))
(if x

then
{no aoain))

else
(return false)

else
(return (F x)>)

end

Using the technique of loop elimination we can convert the abov<

functions into purely recursive schemas. Vie shaJl cefine a

schema zerol which is equivalent to zero and a schema positive 1

which is equivalent to positive.

(zerol x)= tif (P x)
then

(if (posltivel (F x)))
then

(zerol {positivel (F x))>
else

false)
else

false)

(positivel x)=
(if (P x)

than
(if (positivel (F x)>

then
(positivel (positivel (Fx)))

else
false)

else



(r X>>
The protocol tree for the schema zero is

(if (P (F*0 x)>
then

Uf (P <F"I x)J
then

(if (P (F"2 xl)
then

m a

else
(if (P (F"3 x))

then
• * *

else
(if (P (f'A x))

then
* * •

else
false)))

else
(If (P (F**2 x))

then
(if (P (F-3 x))

then
else

(if (P (F*4 x>)
then
else

else
false))

else
false)

The reader might ask himself why It is that the Single Instance

Theorem doesn't apply to the schema positive!.

However a procram schema can solve the problem if we

give it a counter, lie postulate the functions "+", "-<•
, and

zero7 which respectively add, subtract, and test for zero. The

following program schema is schematically equivalent the the

function zero!

(zerol x) = begin (new n) (raturn (2ero2 xJ) end
(2ero2 x) begin



opaim (if (P x)
then becin

(x <- (F x))
(n <- n + I

)

ico acain)
end)

(If (zero? n) then (return false))
(n <- n-l

)

(oo acain)
end

By allowinc recursive scheraas to use a counter, we can construct

a function 'reczero' that Is not equivajent to any ordinary

recursive schema, the function reczero counts the number of

nodes along the bottom of the L-ff tree that have the property P

minus the ones that do not have the property P. The function

returns the value false if the count ever coes necative. We

assume that arguments are evaluated from ]eft to right.

The Counting Theorem for Recursive Schemata:

The schema (with counters) reczero defined below is not

equivalent to any ordinary recursive schema,

(reczero x) * begin (new n) (return (rec2erol x)) end

(reczerol x)
(if (BOTTOM? x)

then
(if (P x)

then becin
(n <- n+ 1)

(return true)
end

else becin
(if (zero? n) then (return false))
(n <- n-l)



(return true)
end

else becin
(if (not (reczerol (L x))> then (return false))
(if (not (reczerol (I? x)>) then (return false))
(return true)
end

The reason that reczero is not equivalent to any recursive

schema Is very similar to the reason that no recursive schema

can search the branches of the L-E tree in parallel. If a

recursive schema is equivalent to reczero then it is constrained

to search the tree in essentially the same order that reczero

searches the tree. Otherwise it could be made to fall into an

infinite loop on an interpretation where reczero converges*

Constrained in this fashion a recursive schema has only a finite

number of states in which to try to keep the count. The

recursive schema cannot succeed for the same reason that no

program schema Is equivalent to the function zero defined above.

Conjecture! the following function is not

schematically equivalent to any purely schematic recursive

system of equations. The function even is supposed to test

whether the number of bottom nodes of a L-R tree that are true

for the predicate P is the same as the number that are false for

the predicate P. The schema 'even' differs from the schema

reczero in the crucial respect that 'even' always looks at all

the bottom nodes before it comes to any conclusions. Thus a

recursive schema that tries to imitate the schema even has a lot

more room in which to maneuver. We conjecture that no recursive



schema can have enouah Interna] states (as defined in the proof

of the Simultaneous Recurstion Theorem) to be equivalent to the

function even defined below.

(even x) * begin (new n)
(evenl x)
(return (2ero? n )

)

end

(evenl x) =
(if (Eorrau? x)

then
(if (P X)

then
(n <- n+ I)

x)
else

(n <- n-l)
x)

else begin (even (L x)) (return (even (B x))> end

I. 1.1.4 Decompilation

The Decompilation Theorem:

For every push down schema automaton we can effectively

construct a side-effect equivalent recursive schema. Fie shall

assume that subroutines take their arguments in registers rl,

r2, etc.

Consider the following push down schema automaton*

(palindrome) = begin
(co;oent the arcument is passed in rl)

(move x rl> (comment move the contents of rl into the
register x >

(call end- of-stack) (comment Generate the
distinguished constant "end-of-stadc*0

(push r I

)

pali



(move rl x>
(call I TEBKIH)
if rl

then oeqin
(pop r I

)

(call i end-of-stacic?)
(if rl then (return))

aoain*
(pop r I

)

(call I ond-of-stack?)
(if rl

then
(call false)
( return)

else (oo aoajnl)
end

(move rl x)
(call I P)
(if rl

then (push rl) (oo pal))
(pop rl)
(call I end-of-stack?)
(if rl

then (caJl false) (return))
(move r I x)
(call I F)
(move x rl)
(go pal

)

end

The Deccrapi lation Theorem follows almost immediately from the

Reset Theorem. The push down schema automaton palindrome is

equivalent to the schema palindromeO defined below: The

function exit will force a return from a function throuoh

arbitrarily Biany intervening blocks. The following method for

decompiling produces a prooram that runs in a time proportional

to the time of the push down schema automaton. There is an

alternative method of decompilation that involves no loss of

efficiency but it is not so easy to understand because mors work

must be done in the translation.



(palindromeO rl) * becin (new x>
(x <- rl)
(palindrome I end-of-stack label I label2)

place I *

pal:
(rl <- x)
(r I <- CTEAK1N rl)
If rl then becin

(halt) (comment stack under flow)
label It

(rl <- (end-of-stack?))
(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (exit rl)

else (go again))
end

(rl <- x)
(rl <- (P rl ))

(If rl then (palindrane2 rl label! Iabel2) (co pal))
(halt) (comment stack unaer flow)

labels
(rl <- (end-ofstack? rl))
(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (return rl>>
(move rl x)
(rl c- (F rl))
(x <- rl)
(go pal

)

end

(palindrome I stacked taol tag2) B becin
(go place I

)

(x <- rl)
(palindrome! end-of-stack label 1 labe!2)

place u

pal))

(rl <- x)
(rl <~ (TERUIN rl)
if r I then becin

(move r I stacked)
(go tag I)

label

U

(rl <- (end-of-stack?))
(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (exit rl)

else (go again))
end

(rl <- x)
(rl <- (P rl))
(if rl then (palindrcme2 rl label I iabel2) place2* (go

(rl <- stacked)



iabel2*

place! t

pal*

pall)

labe!2*

(go labelZ)

(rl <- (end-ofstock? rl))
(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (return rl))
(move rl x>
(rl <- (F rl >)

(x <- rl)
(go pal)
end (palindrome2 stacked tapl tag2) = becin
(go place2

)

(x <- rl)
(palindrome! end-of-stack label 1 labe!2)

(rl <- x)
(rl <- (TEWUN rl)
if rl then becin

(move rl stacked)
(qo ta^l)

label I

:

(rl <- (end-of-stack?))
(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (exit rl)

else (go acain))
end

(rl <- x)
(r! c- (P rl))
(if rl then (palindrome2 r) label! Iabel2) place2: (oo

(rl <- stacked)
(go label2)

(rl <- (end-ofstack? rl ))

(if rl then (rl <- (false)) (return rl))
(move rl x)
(rl <- (F rl))
(x <- rl)
(go pal

)

end



1.1,3 Parallel Schemes

he introduce the delimiters •'<" end ">" to oeli.nit

quantities that are to be computed in parallel, Whenever a

process executes an expression like <x> it divides into two

processes* One process executes x and the other atteoipts to

continue normal execution. For example in the expression

<2+3>*<4*5>
f the product 4*5 is computed in paraJlel with the

sum 2+3. Thus the expression "becin <return x> (return y) end"

is defined to be the value of x or y depending on which

evaluates first in some particular but unspecified peraJlel

computation. If a process executes the primitive expression

"(die)*' then It must conxnlt suicide on the spot. Processes can

coordinate their actions through locks. Any expression x can be

locked by (lock x> provided that the expression is not already

locked. If x is already locked then any process which executes

(lock x) will be blocked until x is unlocked by the primitive

(unlock xl. However a process can execute (locked? xl which

will return true is x Is locked but will lock x if it is

unlocked. The kind of call delimited by n <" and »>» can be

Implemented using the following primitives*

(create n x af) will create a new process named n with

the evaluation of x which wUl execute the expression af if the

evaluation of x is ever comoletod.



(resume n x) will resume the process nan.ed n with x as

the value of the statement which caused control to leave n. The

process which calls resume will be stopoed. If the process n is

already running then the process which calls resume will be

blocked until n steps.

(fork n x) is exactly like (resume n x) except that the

process which calls the function fork is not stopped.

he define the following function using parallel processing*

(f x)=(if (P x>
then x
else

becin
<return (f (L x))>
(return if (R x)>)

end)

The above function is determinate (ie. halts and has the same

value independent of the relative speed at which the sub-

processes run) on infinite binary trees in which the predicate P

is true on only one node.

The Parallel Evaluation Theorem*

The function f defined is not equivalent to any recursive

schema.

Proof* Suppose a set of recursive equations <f!0 f fJI* *-*«

fin) is schematically equivalent to f with f!0 equivalent to f.

That is for all interpretations of the uninterpreted function

symbols, the schemas f and f!0 are the same function. Suppose

that we start up f !0 on input x and make the predicate P false



for every node to which it is applied as * ! computes aJon<% If

the computation converges then flO does not look at scwe node

which is a contradiction of the supposition that f!0 is

equivalent to f. Therefore the ccc&putation runs forever £nd the

sequence of statements throuch which the control passes is

ultimately periodic. Consldor the sequence of arguments to one

of the functions <call it fti for "f subscripted by 1") as the

control passes through one cycle. Suppose that fti is a

function of j arguments* a!l f ..* ?a!j. The arguments with which

fii will be called after the control has passed throuoh one

cycle are terms definable from ail v **. v 5ij. Let us cell them

a! ri,...,aij*I. The situation can be diaorammed as follows*

(fit a! I » . ,. ,a! j ) ; the beoinninc of the cycle in the
control structure

(fti a! PI, ... fa!J*t) ; tVa pass throuch the some point
of the cycle in tho ccotrol structure

If none of a E l

A
I , ..• va!J^l) is the same as one of atl/..*,aij

then we are done since the set of recursive equations is tracing

j paths down an expontentia Jly crowing tree which means that

some node is not looked at. If we .set the Interpretation so

that P is true for the node then we have a contradiction, We

conclude that the fact that one of a!l A
l, .,* t a!j

A
l mioht be

same as one of aSJ****,aJj is a nuisance. Let us call the



arguments to f!i after wo have rone tnrourh the cycle k ttacs

a! I*k, ...a! j*ls- Observe that 1/ we oo throunh the cycle J!

times then thero will be scxr.e t such that 1 is less than j! end

at l*i» - *• *a! j"i has the property that it is an epicycle, ly

this we mean that some a!qA i Is the same as one of aSl
v ..* ta»J

if and only if it is the same as aiq. A1J such a!q do not

contribute to the number of nod&s examined since they are

repeats of nodes previously examined in exactjy the same way.

The situation can be diaoramaied as follows:

(III a: l t - ,.,a: j)i

<f ii a!ri, ».»*a1j"l)

(f!i ail'k, ... fa:j*k)j the beelnnlnpof the epicycle in
the control structure

(f!i ai l
A
(2*k>, • .. ,a! J^(2*k)) I we pass throuph the same

point in the epicycle

Threrefore we can complete our proof by applying to epicycles

the above arcjument that we used for cycles. Q.E.D.



1*1.4 Locative Echeaas

The Locative Theorem*

If locations of identifiers are an allowed data type, then the

control structure of recursive schemas can compute any partial

recursive function. Na shall revert to the ccnventlon that

arguments are passed on the stack- We will need to use register

which we shall call rl. The register wilJ be allowed to hold a

pointer to a location in the stack. Pointers are created by the

use of the function "index". For cxampJe (index 0> is the

location of the top of the stack when the function is entered,

proof •

We can define a counter using a repister as follows*

(initiallze-counterl) berin
(call 1 zero)
(push rl) (comment push the distinguished literal zero

onto the stack)
(movei rl (index 0)) (comment put a pointer to the top

of the stack in register rl)
(return)
end

(count-upl ) = begin
(push rl) (comment push the contents of reoister rl)
(movei rl (Index 0))
(return)
end

(count-downl ) = becin
(move rl (in rl)) (comment put the contents of the

contents of location rl in location rl)
(return)
end

(zero-test I) = begin
(push r I)



(call zero?) (conment test (or the dlstincuished
literal zero)

(return)
end

Marvin Minsky proved that two counters are universal, D.E.D.

I. 1.5 Schemas with Selectors and Heplacement

Another way in which we can proceed is to impose data

types on the computing domain. Storage off the stack can be

established by postulating a constructor c and selectors si and

s2 such that for all x and y in the computing domain we have*

(si (c x y)) = x

(s2 (c x y)) y

In the domain of interpretation. Classically we would postulate

that every call to the constructor must return a new element of

the ccoiputing domain. The lack of functionality of c in the

computing domain implies that it must be defined using side

effects*

1.1.6 Schmeas with Free Variables

(c x y) = begin (new z)
lz <- (si free-storace-list))
(f ree-storaoe-list <- (s2 free-storace-Jist )}
(coranent "free-storare-Jist" is free in c>
(return (CONSTRUClOR'x y z)
end



For some purposes the hash coded constructor of McCarthy (which

we shaJJ call he) results in rains in orficiency in both time

and storage. For a hash coded constructor, we would have

If xi=x2 and yl«y2 then (he xl yl) = Che x2 y2).



•1.7 Heirarchical bchefflas

PLANNER uses a more powerful control structure than that

of the recursive function call. A HURARCHICAL CONTROL

STRUCTURE is used which means that at any point a process can

fail which wiJl cause it to back up to sane previous state and

then continue. The primitive function (GcHFAIL) Kill generate a

simple failure. The primitive function (FAIL? try Jose) will

evaluate the expression try. If the evaluation succeeds then

the value of the function "failure?" is the value of try.

Otherwise the value of the function "failure?" is the value of

lose. For example the value of

( +

(failure? (x <- 2) (x <- 3))

(if x=2 then (fail) else A))

is 7 since x first oets the value 2 but then Is given the value

3 when a failure backs up to the function "failure?".

1. 1.7. I Comparison with Recursive Schemas

he shall give an example to show that hierarchical

control structure is more powerful than recursive control

structure.



Heirarchical Schemas Are .lore 1-owerfuJ than recursive Schemes

The hierarchical schema c defined below is not

equivalent to any recursive schepia. l.hat the schema o does is

to search the following tree for x Jooiiinc for a node on which P

is true*

(L~l x>
(L*2 x)

(L-3 x)
(R"l (L-2 x))

(L-4 x)
(IT I (L"4 x>)

(JTI (ITI x)>
(fT2 (L-l x)))

(R-l x)

<*T3 x)

l\e have shown in the section on parallel schemas that no

recursive scheraa can do the search.

(g x> (h (f x)J

(h z> if (is z "true")
then

(begin
(comment if the value true is returned

then we are done)
true)

else
(beoin

(comment otherwise Generate a failure)
(fail))

(t x>*lfail?
false
(begin (new y>

(comment y is a new local)



ty <- x)
U

<f (L x))
(if (P y)

than true
else (y <- (it y) false J >))

(k s t) = If (is 5 "true")
then "true"
else t

Proof* The prcof is SimiJar to the proof of the parallel

evaluation theorem- Suppose a set of recursive equations tfflO,

fSI, ..., f*n> 13 schematicaly cqulvallent to f with f£0

equivalent to f* Suppose that we start up f#0 on input x and

aake the prciicate p true for every node to which it is applied

as fivO computes along. If the computation converseces thn frtO

does not look at some noed which is a contradiction of the

supposition that ftfO is equivalent to f. Therefore the

computation runs forever and the sequence of statements therouch

which the control passes is ultimately periodic.

1*I«7.2 Comparison with Parallel Schemas

he conjecture that parallel schemas are more powerful

than hierarchical schemas. The example which will show this is

the same example used to show that parallel schemas are more

powerful than recursive schemas. However, the proof for

hierarchical schemas Is more difficult. The method by which

parallel schemas can simulate hierarchical schemas is raessy but



straicht forward,

1.1*7,3 PLANNER Schemas



2 Synthetic Theory

2. 1 Realizations

2*1.1 Realizations for the Quantl f icational Calculus

lye would like to show how we can use schemas to express

procedurally the meaninc of certain constructive looically vclid

sentences in the predicate calculus. Classically,

intui tionistic logic has been used to prove constructive

sentences. However, the connection between this lancuage and

push cown schema automata is somewhat indirect, he need to

define the notion of a schema g realizing a formula phi.

Roughly speaking g realizes phi if it tells how to compute the

value of phi from the subformulas of phi depending on the

logical connectives of phi. fie shall define the notion that g

realizes phi by induction on the structure of phii

For tfterms), a realizes phi where phi is a term if o is

true if and only if phi is true. For example (P (F w) z)

realizes IP IF w) z).

For (and...), g realizes phi (and theta psi) if (cO)

realizes theta and (g I) realizes psi. Note that o reajly is

two functions in disguise.

For tor...), c realizes phi = (cr theta psi) if whenever



(g 0) is false then (r I) reajlzus psi and whenever (c 0) is not

false then (g 1) realizes theta.

For (implies ... ). o realizes phi (implies theta psi)

if whenever h realizes theta then (o h) realizes psi.

For (not...), q realizes phi - (not theta) 11 for no h

is it the case that h realizes theta.

For tall...}* p realizes phi = (all x [theta xl) if for

all x it Is the case that Ig x) realizes Itheta xl.

For (some*..), c realizes phi = (some x I theta xD if (c

]) realizes (theta (g 0)].

Consider the following formula which we shall cajl phi*

(implies
( s ome x

(implies (A x) (E x))
(implies (all x (A xJ> (some x O x>))>

He claim the function g defined below realizes phi.

9 * (lambda h (lambda k (lambda s

(if s =
than (h 0)
else <(h 1) (k (h 0) >))))

suppose that h realizes (some x (implies (A x) (S xi)
(h I) realizes (implies (A (h 0}} (B (h 0>))

suppose that k realizes (all x (A x)>
(k (h 0)) realizes (A (h 0>>
((h I) (k (h 0))) realizes (B (h 0J)
<<Cg h) k) I) realizes (B (((a h) k) 0>>
((g h> tc) realizes (seme x (B x))

(g h) realizes (implies (all x (A xl) (some x IB x)))
g realizes phi



Ue arc interested In knowing when a formuju can be realized

tonstuctively.

nealizatlon Theorem tcr Recursive Schemes with Functional

Arguments.

If phi is proveable in intuitionistic lcnlc, then phi Is

realizable by a recursive schema with functional arguments. The

Realization Theorem represents one approach toward a

constructive theory of computation- Fran a description of the

kind of object that we would like to have given the description

of certain other objects as input, we derive a program for

computing our goal, ActuaJly we shaJl prove that for

intuitionistic logic the realization function can be made

primitive recursive. The proof is a slight modification of the

stenaard proof for the integers. It is a warm up for the

analogous proof for the deductive system of PLANNER* However,

in PLANNER we require the full power cf the recursive functions

for our constructive realizations.

Proofs The following proof is by induction on the

structure of intuitionistic proofs usinc natural deduction, [t

goes by straightf orwardjy winding and unwinding of definitions.

With a little work we could get PLANNER to create the proof.



{and introduction)
theta realized by say a
psi realized uy say h

else hi)
(and theta psi) realized by (lambda s (it (s = 0> then r

wind elimination)
(and theta psi) realized by say n

theta realized by (o 0>
psi realized by (o ])

(or intro)
psi realized by say g

else o
<0r theta PSI> r6fllized *y "ambda t (if t«0 then false

else c)
t0r PSl thet3) realized by f^robda t (if t=0 than true

<or eliroi
(or theta psi) realized by say 9

by h
theta hypothesis; suppose that theta is realized

*

eventuaJly deduce say omega which is realized byrecursive o using the Inductive hypothesis
psi hypothesis! suppose the psi is realizad by k

iri *** =«.
eventually deduce omera which Is realized bv (1k) for soma recursive 1 using the inductive hypothesis

*

fl <g mT*9* WMCh *" rBaIUed b* (if ( 0) then Cm (g m el5B

(implies intro)
omega hypothesis; suppose omega is realized by h

(n hi fw CMa eventually deduce say psi which is realized by(g n) for^so^recurslve g using the inductive hypothesis.

(implies omega psi) realized by (lambda h (o h>)



(implies elim)
(Implies omeca psi) realized by say r
omena realized by say h

psl realised by (c h)

(nen Intro)
c&aca hypothesis* suppose that omeoa is realised

by h

* *

eventuaJly deduce say (not psi) which is
realized by (g h) for some recursive g uslnc the inductive
hypothesis

eventually deduce psi which is realized by U h)
for sane recursive k using the inductive hypothesis.

(not omeoa) which is realized by any function since it
is impossible for bcth (not psi) to be realized by (g h) and for
psi to be realizeo by (k h).

(all Intro)
x!

i

i

-

1

{eventually deduce say laneca xJ which is
realized by (g x) for sane recursive c usinc the inductive
hypothesis

(all x Iomega xJ) realized by (lambda x (c x)>

(all elim)
(all x Iomega xl) realized by say c?

[omega tl for scene term tl realized by (g t)

(exist intro)
[txneca tJ is realized by say g where t is a term

(exist x [aneca x3) is realized by (lambda s (if (s * 0)
then t else g))

texist elim)
(some x Iomega xl) realized by say

x.Icciega x] realized by (<p I)



.leventually deduce say psy which does not
contain x free; psy is realized by (id (c? 0) (c I)) for some
recursive m using the inductive hypothesis.

psy

Thus we have completed the inductive prcof.

Intuitionistic Implementation Theorem

For every recursive scheaa P # we can effectively find a

first order formula rtheta x yJ such that P is total recursive

if and only if (all x (some y I theta x yJJ) is proveable in

intuitionistic logic* Furthermore* the program P on input x

converges to the value y if and only if [th^ta x y) is proveable

in intuitionistic logic, rte assume that all uninterpreted

function symbols in schemas are total.

We shall give an example of how to construct the formula

theta for the following program which is due to Petersen*

(g xJ = Cif (T (F x))
then (h x (F x)>
else x)

<h x y)=
<if (T (F (F yJ))

then x
elseif tT (F x>)

then (h (F x) (F (F y))l
else (g (F x))>

The formula [theta x yJ to be constructed is the conjunction of



the following three formulas where "iff" is an abbreviation for

"if and only if*

tiff
<PG x y)
(or

(and (T (F xJ) (Ph x (F x) y>)
(eno (not (T (F x)) (y a x))>)

(all xl x2 y (iff
(PH xl x2 y)
(or

(ami (T (F <F x2))) (y « x I))
(anO

(not (T IF (F x2) ))

(T (r xl))
<PK (F xl) (F (F x2>) y))

(and
(not (T (F (F x2)))
(not (T (F x 1))

(PG (F xl) y)>>

(all x (or (T x) (not (T x)> ))

The last statement comes from the fact that we are assuming that

all uninterpreted functions are total. The schema o is indeed

total recursive.

Even after adding selectors and constructors the

realization theorem can still be proved in the standard way. Kb

introduce the predicate atom which tests to see if its aroument

is atonic and thus cannot be broken down using the selectors.

The following rule is added to intuitionistic lorlc«

(all x (in.olies (atom x) Ctheta x))) realized by say g
x.yiCtheta x.J hypothesis; suppose [theta xl is

realized by (m x)
ittheta yJ hypothesis; [theta y) is realized

by (m y)



ieventually deduce Itheta (c x y)J realized
by say (h iu x y) usinc the Inductive hyoothesis

(all x Itheta xJ) realized by
(k x) = t if (atom x)

then (g x)

else (h k (si 2) (52 2)))

Sometimes an increase in efficiency can ba obtained from

replacement operators rl and rZ such that

if x * Isl z) and y = (£2 z) then after (rl z w> we have
(si z) = w, and ls2 z) = y

if x * (si z) and y (s2 z) then after (r2 z w) we have
(sl z) = x f and (s2 z> « w.

There are real problems in trylno to use the universe of terms

as a universal dcoioin of interpretation when the use of

replacement operators is allowed.

2,1.2 Realizations of PLANNER Theorems

2.2 Construction of Scheicas

2-2.1 Completeness of Procedural Abstration



2,2.2 Completeness of itethoti of Canned Lcocs



3 Currant Problems and Future i"*prk

How can we characterize mere precisely the difference

between functions that need to use a recursive or peraJlel

control structure as opposed to those that only need a simple

iterative program structure? Ihe problem of deciding whether

any given recursive schema can be rewritten as a proeram schema

is of course undecidable. We would 1 1 Ice to find ceneral

criteria of independent interest which would be sufficient to

guarantee that a recursive schema could not be rewritten as a

program schema.

There is general agreement th« the theory of

computation Is currently not in good shape. The three major

areas (automata theory, recursive function theory, and special

case hacks) are not applicable to practical programs. Ue can

contrast our plight with the situation in applied physics. An

applied physicist finds that it is essential to understand

fundamental physical laws both in designing his experiments end

in interpreting their results. No such fundamental laws and

principles are known in procraamlng. Recursive function theory

sets the very outer limits of what is possible. Few theories

are more elegant. However, the fact that classical recursive

function theory deals with the indices of the partial recursive

functions and not with the meaning of the programs has been a



fundamental Initiation on t:»e applicability of the theory. For

example the recursion theorem says that fixed points exist for

any acceptable Goedei numbering. Almost all the classical

theorems of recursive function theory can be derived using only

tho Godel axioas for indices of partial recursive functions.

Similarly* the complexity theory of the recursive functions c^n

be derived fran Blum's axioms for indices. Autcsiota theorists

have been able to discover some of the structure of various

limited classes of automata such as finite state machines* push

down machines, and space and ti;ae bounded machines* However,

since the theory developed has been mostly concernec with

closure and complexity properties of the special machines

considered as acceptors, it has had limited applicability to

real computer programs. Most programs are not structured in the

way required to fail into one of the special classes of

machines. Some theorists hope that by studying enouah examples

of very narrow domains of algorithms where we have a lot of

domain dependent knowledge that we can induct a theory of

computation in a taconian fashion. Deep studies have been made

on questions such as how fast integers can be multiplied and how

fast matrices can be multiplied. Studies in the theory of

searching and sorting appear to be more relevant for

constructing a unified theory of computation since they are

concerned with basic computational abilities.

Studying the prcperties of procra^s schcciaticaJly



offers several advantaces. Senegas can be prurram:;c:di in 3

realistic fashion. They mirror the structure of programs that

are used in applications. Usinc them we can precisely define

structural properties- Properties of the structural classes can

be demonstrated. An encouraginc sign is that none of the proofs

given hero is concoptuaJly very CifficuJt. Schemes civc us a

tool by which we can ricorously formulate and prove statements

that every programmer intuitively knows, he have used schemas

to make a kind oi distinction between semantic and syntactic

extensions to programming lanruares. The intent of the

restriction that functions be uninterpreted is to try to prevent

our mathematics frcra faJling into what Perils likes to can the

"Turinc Machine Tar Pit. 1
' By usinc uninterpreted function

symbols we can prove both analytic and constructive theorems

about classes of programs. In the analytic theory the

mathematical properties of the structural classes is expounded.

In the constructive theory the process by which schemas can be

constructed from goal oriented language such as PLANNER. The

intention is enly partially realized and we must search for

other natural mathematical structures to impose on our schemas

in order to cfataln a more realistic theory of semantic

extensions to programming languages. IVa are continuing to

investicate what pains in efficiency can be obtained frcm the

following extensions to programming lancuacesi

recursion



hierarchical control structure

PLANKER primitives

Locations as a type

resets

free identifiers

parallel evaluation

replacement operators for constructors-


